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Performing Arts are the epitome of human civilization and culture. ThesePerforming Arts are the epitome of human civilization and culture. These
arts are the yardsticks to determine the advancement of humanarts are the yardsticks to determine the advancement of human
progress, progress, expression and communication.expression and communication.  
India is particularly rich with a variety of performing arts, the history ofIndia is particularly rich with a variety of performing arts, the history of
which can be traced academically which can be traced academically in form of a treatise known asin form of a treatise known as
Natyashastra, about 2000 Natyashastra, about 2000 years ago.years ago.
From then, there has been an uninterrupted oral and textual tradition inFrom then, there has been an uninterrupted oral and textual tradition in
our country in the education of performing arts.our country in the education of performing arts.  
IIn the contemporary times, many of these art forms are not taught asn the contemporary times, many of these art forms are not taught as
academic courses in Universities.academic courses in Universities.  
HSNC University is pleased to start the School of Performing Arts (SoPA)HSNC University is pleased to start the School of Performing Arts (SoPA)
in the cultural hub of India, Mumbai, in a novel attempt to fuse thein the cultural hub of India, Mumbai, in a novel attempt to fuse the
worlds of performance and academia in today's world.worlds of performance and academia in today's world.
This sprouts from the need to re-connect with the traditional and modernThis sprouts from the need to re-connect with the traditional and modern
art forms and educate the younger generation both theoretically andart forms and educate the younger generation both theoretically and
practically.practically.

The School of Performing Arts (SoPA), HSNC University was formed to trainThe School of Performing Arts (SoPA), HSNC University was formed to train
students to exceed in their artistic endeavours, to hone their talent, tostudents to exceed in their artistic endeavours, to hone their talent, to
maximise their skills, to modernize their artistic perspectives, to conserve andmaximise their skills, to modernize their artistic perspectives, to conserve and
propagate Indian Tradition and Heritage and to be a complete performingpropagate Indian Tradition and Heritage and to be a complete performing
artist.artist.
The School aims to use the traditional Guru-Shishya Parampara along withThe School aims to use the traditional Guru-Shishya Parampara along with
modern education systems to not only develop performing artists but alsomodern education systems to not only develop performing artists but also
professionals in the service of performing arts in different capacities.professionals in the service of performing arts in different capacities.  
In a unique blend of theory and practice, industry experts and skilled facultyIn a unique blend of theory and practice, industry experts and skilled faculty
members will hone the skills of the students.members will hone the skills of the students.  
The main purpose of this program is to have more focused and immersiveThe main purpose of this program is to have more focused and immersive
approach towards facilitating learners to empower them and to guide for aapproach towards facilitating learners to empower them and to guide for a
quality artistic performance and making a career in it by adopting it as aquality artistic performance and making a career in it by adopting it as a
profession.profession.
The School of Performing Arts has a broad range of courses in Music,The School of Performing Arts has a broad range of courses in Music,
Dance and Theatre- Bachelor Degree in Performing Arts (B.P.A.), MasterDance and Theatre- Bachelor Degree in Performing Arts (B.P.A.), Master
Degree in Performing Arts (M.P.A.), Doctorate (PhD) in Performing Arts, andDegree in Performing Arts (M.P.A.), Doctorate (PhD) in Performing Arts, and
Certificate, Diploma, and Post-Diploma Programmes.Certificate, Diploma, and Post-Diploma Programmes.  
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Performing arts involve theoretical and practical components. ThePerforming arts involve theoretical and practical components. The

practical aspect in core courses (the performing arts of choice)practical aspect in core courses (the performing arts of choice)

naturally has been given double the weightage.naturally has been given double the weightage.  

The total credits for a three-year UG programmehas been kept as 120The total credits for a three-year UG programmehas been kept as 120

credits (20 credits per semester). Each course has four unitscredits (20 credits per semester). Each course has four units

throughout the programme with 100 marks. Internal (formativethroughout the programme with 100 marks. Internal (formative

assessment) and external (summative assessment) examination is inassessment) and external (summative assessment) examination is in

the ratio of 40:60.the ratio of 40:60.  

The current course is designed to enhance the knowledge and skill ofThe current course is designed to enhance the knowledge and skill of

the subject. While designing of the syllabus care has been taken tothe subject. While designing of the syllabus care has been taken to

balance the fundamental techniques of performing arts withbalance the fundamental techniques of performing arts with

complementary knowledge and skills through elective and abilitycomplementary knowledge and skills through elective and ability

enhancement courses.enhancement courses.

The programme includes courses holistic in nature ranging fromThe programme includes courses holistic in nature ranging from

helping students in acquiring the basic principles of performing artshelping students in acquiring the basic principles of performing arts

to art practices and in understanding the history and development ofto art practices and in understanding the history and development of

music and dance, treatises on dramaturgy and musicmusic and dance, treatises on dramaturgy and music    likelike

Natyashastra, Abhinaya Darpanam and Sangeet Ratnakar, as well asNatyashastra, Abhinaya Darpanam and Sangeet Ratnakar, as well as

life histories and contributions of great performing artists, notation oflife histories and contributions of great performing artists, notation of

intra-forms and bandishes, Naayika-Naayikaa Bheda, Rasa- Bhaava,intra-forms and bandishes, Naayika-Naayikaa Bheda, Rasa- Bhaava,

Abhinaya and the interdependence of music, dance and theatre arts,Abhinaya and the interdependence of music, dance and theatre arts,

Art Criticism, Music and Dance Therapy, Teaching of Performing ArtsArt Criticism, Music and Dance Therapy, Teaching of Performing Arts

and Research Project.and Research Project.

The course would give the students option to develop skills in areasThe course would give the students option to develop skills in areas

which have direct relevance to employability in the associated fieldswhich have direct relevance to employability in the associated fields

of performing arts such as performing artist, art teacher/educator,of performing arts such as performing artist, art teacher/educator,

researcher, art critic, music and dance therapist.researcher, art critic, music and dance therapist.

Salient Features 



Programme ObjectivesProgramme Objectives
The Bachelor of Performing Arts (B.P.A.) program is started with an aim toThe Bachelor of Performing Arts (B.P.A.) program is started with an aim to

make the students employable and impart industry-oriented training.make the students employable and impart industry-oriented training.

The main objectives of the programme are:The main objectives of the programme are:

To think analytically, creatively and critically in composing of classicalTo think analytically, creatively and critically in composing of classical

music and dance intra forms.music and dance intra forms.  

To apply their knowledge and skills to be employed and excel inTo apply their knowledge and skills to be employed and excel in

Performing Arts professional careers and/or to continue their educationPerforming Arts professional careers and/or to continue their education

in Performing Arts and/or related post graduate programs.in Performing Arts and/or related post graduate programs.

To be capable of managing complex Performing Arts projects withTo be capable of managing complex Performing Arts projects with

consideration of various factors.consideration of various factors.

To work effectively as a part of a team to achieve a common stated goal.To work effectively as a part of a team to achieve a common stated goal.

To adhere to the highest standards of ethics, including relevant industryTo adhere to the highest standards of ethics, including relevant industry  

and organizational codes of conduct.and organizational codes of conduct.  

To communicate effectively with a range of audiences both technical andTo communicate effectively with a range of audiences both technical and

non-technical.non-technical.

To develop an aptitude to engage in continuing educational andTo develop an aptitude to engage in continuing educational and

professional development.professional development.

Students will also be trained in communication skills, teaching, andStudents will also be trained in communication skills, teaching, and

research in performing arts, and will be sent to work in industry asresearch in performing arts, and will be sent to work in industry as

interns.interns.

Learning Outcomes
The curriculum is designed to educate the learner about traditional
knowledge and techniques of the Performing Arts. 
The course would help students to apply their understanding of concepts
to summarize, analyze, and inculcate problem solving approach in the
newer developments and innovations in the future. 
The curriculum design and the teaching and the evaluation patterns
would help students to develop skills and competencies to build a
progressive and successful career in the field of Performing Art. 



The School of Performing Arts will soon include three-year Bachelor Degrees

in Performing Arts (B.P.A.) in Percussion (Pakhawaj/Mridanga), Carnatic

Vocal and Instrumental Music, Kuchipudi, Mohiniyattam, Drama and Theatre

Arts, Folk Arts (Music, Dance and Theatre Forms) .

The B.P.A. programmes will equip the graduate to explore various avenues:

Future ProspectsFuture Prospects

Two-year Master Degree in Performing Arts (M.P.A.) in the proposed

subjects of specialization.

Doctorate (Ph. D) in Performing Arts 

Post-Doctoral D. Litt. In Performing Arts

Modular Courses: Certificate, Diploma, and Post-Diploma Programmes in

Performing Arts (Indian and Western)

Faculty Development Programmes in Performing Arts

Online courses on SWAYAM platform in Performing Arts 

The courses would give the students option to develop skills in areas

which have direct relevance to employability in the associated fields of

performing arts such as performing artist, art teacher/educator,

researcher, art critic, music and dance therapist.

Should have qualified the Class 12 (H.S.C.) or any equivalent examination. 

The candidate is expected to have the basic training in the Subject of

Performing Arts for which they are applying.

The candidate has to undergo a Presentation and Viva Voce (Audition)

Test in the concerned Performing Art Subject before a University

recognized panel of eminent experts/scholars from the field of

Performing Arts. The candidate has to pass the test with at least 40%

marks.

EligibilityEligibility



Board of StudiesBoard of Studies

Dr. Rajeev Indramani Jha (Kathak Dance, Bharatnatyam Dance &

Cultural Education) Associate Professor, Bombay Teachers’ Training

College, HSNC University

Dr. Sagarika Damle, (Hindustani Vocal Music) Associate Professor,

Kishinchand Chellaram College, HSNC University 

Dr. Manisha Tyagi, (Kathak Dance, Cultural Education & Yoga) Assistant

Professor, Bombay Teachers’ Training College, HSNC University 

Dr. Nandini Sengupta, (Hindustani Vocal Music) Associate Professor,

Kishinchand Chellaram College, HSNC University

Dr. Amit Nandu, - (Secretary) - Associate Professor, H.R. College of

Commerce & Economics, HSNC University 

Ms. Pooja Lalwani, Assistant Professor, H.R. College of Commerce &

Economics, HSNC University 

Dr. Radha Kumar, (Ancient Indian Culture, Sitar & Bharatnatyam

Dance) Associate Professor, St Xavier’s College, Mumbai

Name of Chairperson

Two to five teachers each having minimum five years teaching experience

amongst the full-time teachers of the Departments, in the relevant

subject.

One Professor / Associate Professor from other Universities or professor /

Associate Professor from colleges managed by Parent Body; nominated by

Parent Body-



Dr. Bharat Jethwani, (Bharatnatyam Dance) Director, Lay school of

Performing arts, Nanded

Ms. Archana Rajeev Jha, (Hindustani Vocal Music) Director, Gopi Krishna

Academy of ACE (Art, Culture & Education), Kalyan

Ms. Paullomi Bishwanath Mukherjee, (Kathak Dance) Visiting Faculty in

Performing Arts (Kathak), Bharata College of Fine Arts and Culture

(Affiliated to KKSU, Ramtek)

Ms. Sarangee Prasad Ambekar, (Hindustani Vocal Music) Assistant

Teacher, NHPS, Airoli 

Mr. Bhushan P. Parchure, (Instrumental Music – Tabla) Faculty as a

Tabla Professor with IIT Mumbai 

Mr. Shreepad Ramesh Parkhe, (Instrumental Music – Tabla) CEO, Pacific

Training and Consulting Services 

g) Mr. Goswami Prashant Kumar, (Instrumental Music – Mridang &

Pakhawaj) Religious Head, Aacharya of Vallabh Sampradaay of

Vaishnavism 

h) Dr. Krittika Mondal, (Odissi Dance), Assistant Professor, KCCMS

(Visiting), HSNC University

Ms. Nikita Hiwalkar, (Bharatnatyam Dance) Assistant Professor,

Department of Mass Media, K.C. College, HSNC University

Four external experts from Industry / Research / eminent scholar in the

field relevant to the subject nominated by the Parent Body-

Top rankers of the Final Year Graduate and Final Year Post Graduate

examination of previous year of the concerned subject as invitee members

for discussions on framing or revision of syllabus of that subject or group

of subjects for one year.



How to applyHow to apply


